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Sherman Alexie discusses his educational history in Indian Education: “‘Don't know,’ we all said, but 
when we look in the mirror, see the history of our tribe in our eyes, taste failure in the tap water, and 
shake with old tears, we understand completely. Believe me, everything looks like a noose if you 
stare at it long enough.” Alexie takes ownership of his experiences as a “valedictorian of this farm 
town hight school” and goes on to say “Go ahead and tell me none of this is supposed to hurt me 
very much.” Eventually Alexie admits, “I try to remain stoic for the photographers as I look toward the 
future.” Similarly, on 60 Minutes, Eminem states, “The moment I used my adversity to my advantage, my career 
exploded.” With art (movies, stories, music, etc.), we can see different artists describing experiences in transparent and 
authentic ways. What do emotions tell us about our experience as humans? How do we use our emotions and 
experiences to our advantage and become a role model for others? 

Directions: There are two parts of this project: the Song Lyrics and Objective Reflection. 
Song Lyrics: We are taking emotional parts of our educational history and writing lyrics to it. I suggest using a situation or 
situations within your educational history that are emotional because it is easier to get audiences to connect. Use humor, 
fear, sexism, racism, breakups, trauma, love, success, suicide, death, anxiety, or whatever else you are comfortable 
sharing. Use situations that happened in or out of school, as long as they are learning experiences connected to your 
education in some way. 

Song Lyrics (10 Points) – One-page, side by side to the ghostsong 
Title: The title should be the song’s purpose and should move us. The title should be catchy, grab attention, and have 
energy. It is the heart of your song, so it must ring true. It should also make us say, "I've got to know more about that!” 

Emotion: The contents of the song should be emotionally engaging. Emotion (pathos) is arguably the most formidable 
persuasive technique, so let’s use it. The most important aspect of pathos is to build a bridge - Connect with your 
audiences’ sense of humanity and experience. Do this by using a subject matter that people are sensitive about, and then 
help them continue to associate with that idea by developing stories with details, tangible ideas, and clear thoughts. 

Melody: The melody and rhythm of a song is another great way to induce feelings that affect moods within yourself and 
audiences (ghostsong). The ghostsong you choose is important because it dictates the pace, tempo, heart beat, and 
mood. If your song’s purpose is about courage from pain, then your ghostsong’s melody should facilitate those feelings. 

Songcraft: The structure is laid out for you with the ghostsong, so your job is to write the lyrics (songcraft). The first thing is 
to keep the sound of the original song in place. The idea of your song should be different than the ghostsong, but the way 
the words roll off the tongue should be very similar. This is the most important advice - Keep it simple. Make sure to keep 
the same rhyme and syllable count as the ghostsong. 

Guidelines for the Song Lyrics (10 Points) 
- Follow the above requirements. 
- Use pathos (write with details and connect) merging emotions and your educational history. 
- Have a minimum of 30 original lines (there is no maximum). 
- Use Songcraft = Rhyme in the same places as the ghostsong and have the same syllable count per line. 
- Only plagiarize 3 times total (copy a word or words in the same line). 
- Have your song tell a story that is easy to follow that combines your educational history and life outside of school. 
- Have your song teach a positive lesson towards the end. 

Objective Reflection: After writing the lyrics, you will be analyzing the song and yourself. The added benefit is that once 
we release (share, talk, etc.) about these situations in healthy and productive ways, we are able to learn from them. 

Objective Reflection (10 Points) – 500 - 800 words, single-spaced, analysis 
The purpose of this assignment is to be emotionally reflective, understanding who we are, and making our ‘why’ an 
advantage for the future, academically, personally, and spiritually. Appeals to emotion (pathos) uses (1) repetition, (2) 
humor, and (3) building a bridge with others through relatable or connected experiences. 

Guidelines for the Objective Reflection: 
- Briefly describe your entire educational history. 
- Describe your emotional situation(s). 
- What is it about the ghostsong that made you choose it? Explain. 
- Describe the positive lesson towards the end of the song lyrics and explain what you were trying to accomplish. 
- How have these experiences affected you? Have you healed, changed, done nothing, helped yourself and/or others? 
- How can we mindfully use your educational history and emotional situation(s) to alter the future? 
- Incorporate and synthesize two outside sources. One should be Sherman Alexie’s “Indian Education.” 
- Link everything together with topic/transition sentences in a cohesive structure that is easy to follow.  

This project is worth 20 points.  Good luck. Have fun.

   Guidelines for Writing Our Song Lyrics and Objective Reflection
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